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(54) Image display system comprising a viewing conditions sensing device

(57) The viewing conditions sensing device (4) com-
prises an image sensing device (41) and is able to output
target viewing conditions under which the image display
device (3) displays images. Then, a color appearance
adaptation module (5) transform reference colors of im-
ages delivered under reference viewing conditions into
target colors under target viewing conditions, according
to a color appearance model, as the CIECAM, differen-
tiating a display field from a surround field. According to
the invention, the viewing conditions sensing device (4)
further comprises identifying means (42) adapted for
identifying (42), within the sensing images, the contour
(11) of the display field. The background and the sur-
round are therefore better connected and the CIECAM
model can be implemented more efficiently.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to the automatic adaptation of color data provided according to reference viewing con-
ditions, notably using the CIECAM model.
[0002] In imaging applications such as capturing and/or creating images, processing images for specific deliveries as
for TV set, computer screen or movie theaters, finally displaying or publishing images, viewing conditions are an important
constraint.
[0003] On the side of reproduction of images, images are generally delivered under specific formats in order to be
displayed by specific display devices and to be watched by human observers under specific viewing conditions. Viewing
conditions include geometrical aspects such as viewing distance and viewing angle, but in the following we will mainly
focus on photometric and colorimetric aspects. Specific viewing conditions are, for example, dark conditions for images
that are delivered for movie theaters, or dim conditions for images that are delivered for TV or by specific paper printers.
Specific display devices may be, for example, digital projectors or direct view displays as Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
or Plasma Display Panels (PDP). Such specific viewing conditions are considered as "reference viewing conditions" in
comparison with the actual viewing conditions under which the images are actually observed, for instance, in Movie
Theater or in the TV room. For instance, images that are provided to be displayed under dark "reference viewing
conditions" by a projection display device on a projection screen and watched under large viewing angle may in fact be
projected under dim viewing conditions in a living room on a home theater projection screen and watched under a small
viewing angle. For instance, images that are provided to be displayed by a TV set under dim "reference viewing conditions"
may be actually viewed in "average" conditions, for instance if the sun shines in the TV room. Such a discrepancy
between the "reference viewing conditions" and the "actual viewing conditions" will have a strong impact on the appear-
ance of the displayed colors of the displayed images for a human observer.
[0004] The same applies to the side of the capture or of the creation of images. The colors of a given scene to capture
will have difference appearance according the viewing conditions of this scene.
[0005] In order to master the appearance of colors for human observers in imaging applications, possible approaches
include colorimetric color reproduction and appearance-based color reproduction.
[0006] Colorimetric color reproduction is ensured by a classic color management approach. Hereby, the target display
device, for example a projection display, a direct view display, or a printer, is characterized in its way to reproduce colors
leading to a target display color characterization model consisting of a forward target display color transform and an
reverse target display color transform. Often a reference display device is used to define the "wanted" color reproduction
described by a reference display color characterization model consisting of a forward reference display color transform
and a reverse reference display color transform. From both characterization models, a calibration color transform is
established that transforms the colors of an image such that the colorimetry of the reproduced image is as desired. This
calibration color transform can be for example the concatenation of the forward reference display color transform and
of the reverse target display color transform. The colorimetry is usually defined in the XYZ visual device-independent
color space of the CIE 1931.
[0007] If the actual target viewing conditions are not identical to the reference viewing conditions for which the image
signal is created and delivered, for an observer, even colorimetrically correctly reproduced colors can have an appearance
on an actual target display device that is different from the appearance of the colors using the same image signal but
reproduced on the reference display device. The color of images has to be adapted in a different way than colorimetric
reproduction. For correct adaptation of images to specific viewing conditions, a new calibration color transform has to
be established according to the principle of appearance-based color reproduction based on color appearance phenomena
of the human visual system (HVS). The Color Appearance Model CIECAM02 (standardized by the CIE in 2002) proposes
tools for such adaption of the images.
[0008] By inputting the CIE1931 color coordinates XYZ of a color, and by entering the value of specific parameters
defining the viewing conditions, CIECAM02 standard provides equations for calculating mathematical correlates for six
technically-defined dimensions of the corresponding color appearance: brightness Q, lightness J, colorfulness M, chroma
C, saturation S, and hue H.
[0009] Any image that is displayed on a target display screen by a target display device and that is observed by an
observer at a usual observation distance from this screen has its equivalent viewed image formed on the retina of the
eye of the human observer. If a "region of interest" of this image is, for instance, a colored object, when the observer
gazes this object, it will be placed at the center of the retina that corresponds to the fovea with its 2˚ of visual field. The
color of this colored object impacting the fovea makes a so-called stimulus. The remaining part of the displayed image
around this object will then correspond to the macula, a larger central part of the retina having 10˚ of visual field. All
other part of the visual field then corresponds to the surround of the displayed image.
[0010] As illustrated on figure 1, CIECAM02 defines different zones of perception on the retina of the eye of a human
observer: the stimulus at the center corresponding to the fovea, the proximal field around the center, the background
around the proximal field, and the surround around the background. On figure 1:
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- The inner circle is the stimulus, having an angular aperture of 2˚; an example for a color stimulus can be the color
of a colored object gazed by the observer.

- The intermediate circle is the proximal field, extending out another 2˚; on the displayed image, it corresponds to the
area in the vicinity of the colored object gazed by the observer.

- The outer circle is the background, reaching out to 10˚, from which a relative luminance (Yb) need be measured
(see below). If the proximal field is the same color as the background, the background is considered to be adjacent
to the stimulus.

[0011] At a normal observation distance, the stimulus, the proximal field and the background all together correspond
to the area of the entire target display screen, i.e. the so-called display field.
[0012] On figure 1, beyond the circles which comprise this display field is the surround field (or "peripheral area"),
which corresponds for instance to the environment of a target display screen, i.e. including the walls, floor and ceiling
of the room in which the display of images takes place, with all other objects in this room.
[0013] The totality of the proximal field, background, and surround field is called the adapting field, i.e. the field of view
that supports vision adaptation and that extends to the limit of vision of the eye.
[0014] CIECAM02 defines three types of surround(ing)s-average, dim, dark-with associated surround parameters F,
c, Nc defined below in table 1.

where the three associated surround parameters are:

• F is a factor determining a degree of vison adaptation.
• c is the impact of surrounding.
• Nc is a chromatic induction factor of the surround field.

[0015] CIECAM02 also defines the adopted white point XW, YW, ZW to be the computational white point of the model.
The adopted white point needs not to be identical with the adapted white point where the human eye adapts to, but often
is. If the adopted white point is equal to the adapted white point, it is often chosen as the brightest part of the displayed
image on the target display screen. By definition, XW, YW, ZW are relative luminance values between 0 and 100, where
100 corresponds to the absolute luminance of the adopted white point, therefore YW=100.
[0016] CIECAM02 also defines the relative luminance of background Yb. This is a relative luminance between 0 and
100 where 100 corresponds to the absolute luminance of the adopted white point. If the background is defined to be
the video content around the gazed stimulus, Yb may be specified as a percent of the adopted white luminance target
display white luminance. e.g. 20% (grey world assumption). Then, Yb=YW/5. In principle, Yb would corresponds to the
average luminance of the target display screen around the stimulus, i.e. around the observed color.
[0017] CIECAM02 also defines the absolute luminance of the adapting field LA (Cd/m2), which is a quantity that will

be needed later, and which should be measured with a photometer. If this measurement is not available, it can be

calculated using the adopted white point according to the equation :

where LW is the absolute luminance of the adopted white in Cd/m2, where Yb is the relative luminance of background,

as defined above, and where Yw is the relative luminance of the adopted white, as defined above.

[0018] Finally, in the CIECAM02 standard, viewing conditions are defined by the set of the following viewing conditions
parameters:

- the coordinates XwYwZw of the adopted white point as defined above;
- the absolute luminance of the adapting field LA (cd/m2) as defined above;
- the relative luminance of background Yb as defined above, and
- the three surround parameters F, c, Nc, as defined above.

Table 1

Surround condition F c Nc Application

Average 1.0 0.69 1.0 Viewing surface colors Day light vision (>10Cd/m2)

Dim 0.9 0.59 0.95 Viewing television About 3 to 10 Cd/m2

Dark 0.8 0.525 0.8 Using a projector in a dark room (<3 Cd/m2)
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[0019] For the human eye, the appearance of a color stimulus defined in CIE1931 color coordinates XYZ is described
by either:

- JCH coordinates, i.e. respectively, lightness J, chroma C, and hue h;
- QMS coordinates, i.e. respectively, brightness Q, colorfulness M, and saturation S.

[0020] The equations allowing the transformation XYZ -> JCh and XYZ-> QMS are part of the CIECAM02 standard,
are not detailed in this document, and are well known in the art. This transformation depends on the viewing conditions
as defined above, and the values of the different viewing conditions parameters defining these viewing conditions should
be entered.
[0021] If a color is delivered to the target display device as a given (RGB)VW_ref coordinate in the RGB color space
of this target display device and is delivered for reference viewing conditions VW_ref, and if this color is to be displayed
by this target display device under target viewing conditions VW_target, different from the reference viewing conditions
VW_ref, the (RGB)VW_ref coordinate should be transformed into another (RGB)VW_target coordinate that is adapted to
reproduce the same appearance as that would be obtained by displaying (RGB)VW_ref under the VW_ref viewing con-
ditions. Reference viewing conditions VW_ref and target viewing conditions VW_target are defined by a set of values
of viewing conditions parameters as defined, for instance, in the CIECAM02 above.
[0022] Let us now define the following different calibration color transforms in order to calculate (RGB)VW_target:

- forward target display transform and reverse target display transform characterizing the target display device; such
color transforms can be calculated in a manner known per se.

- forward reference display transform and reverse reference display transform characterizing the reference display
device; such color transforms can be calculated or provided in a manner known per se.

- forward appearance transform under the VW_ref viewing conditions; such a color transform can be calculated by
using the equations provided by the CIECAM02 standard and by entering the value of the viewing conditions
parameters, as defined above, under the VW_ref viewing conditions;

- reverse appearance transform under the VW_target viewing conditions; such a color transform can be calculated
by using again the equations provided by the CIECAM02 standard and by entering the value of the viewing conditions
parameters, as defined above, corresponding to the VW_target viewing conditions.

[0023] Then (RGB)VW_target coordinate can be obtained as follows:

• (XYZ)VW_ref from (RGB)VW_ref by forward target display transform, if it is assumed that (RGB)VW_ref is given for the
target display under reference viewing conditions VW-ref;

• (JCH) from (XYZ)VW_ref by forward appearance transform still under reference viewing conditions VW-ref;
• (XYZ)VW_target from (JCH) by reverse appearance transform under target viewing conditions VW_target;
• (RGB)VW_target from (XYZ)VW_target by reverse target display transform.

[0024] Such a masterization of the appearance of colors is well known in the art, as illustrated for instance in the
documents EP1719989 (see page 7-8), US2008/012875 and US2008/0165292.
[0025] To implement practically in real time such a masterization of the appearance of colors for the display or the
reproduction of images, the actual values of the parameters defining the actual target viewing conditions are needed.
The determination of these values includes generally the following constraints: the use of sensing devices with photom-
eters, colorimeters, or calibrated image sensing devices, their positioning for the control of their sensing field, calibrating
display devices with a variety of color patches and "white" measurement. The measurement of the actual target viewing
conditions usually needs skilled expertise in optics or physics. When using automatic systems with adapted sensing
devices, geometrical notions of viewing conditions are difficult to capture. A large number of sensors is needed, and
their positioning need skilled experts for correct installation.
[0026] In the document JP11232444, a solution for masterization of colors is proposed where the user of an image
display device indicates one of a number of pre-defined lighting situations, i.e. viewing conditions, in order to establish
the appropriate color transforms. Unfortunately, the procedure is not automatic and requires knowledge on the lighting
situation. In US2008/0165292, an ambient light sensor allows to select automatically the pre-defined viewing conditions
and the corresponding image display device profile for the display of images with color adaptation using the CIECAM
standard. In the document US6453066, an automatic procedure is also proposed using an ambient light sensor to
capture lighting conditions in the room where images are displayed. In the document US7164428, the light sensor is
also used for color calibration of the image display device. In the documents US5406305 and US6771323 (col. 5-6 and
col.9, lines 12-14), an automatic procedure is also proposed with an ambient light sensor to take into account the
reflectance of the display screen. This reflectance is called « glare » and can be considered in the target characterization
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model. Unfortunately, none of the above-disclosed ambient light sensors is sensible to the CIECAM geometrical notions
of background and surround for the evaluation of viewing conditions.
[0027] The documents EP1719989 and US2007/0216776 address the problem of implementing automatically the
CIECAM02 standard, respectively on the display side and on the capture side of images. A drawback of the method
proposed in these documents is that the background and the surround are totally separated : for instance, in EP1719989,
the background is sensed by a first channel of "forward facing" sensors sensing light in a limited field of view (+/- 5 to
7˚) centered and directed on the target display screen, and the surround is sensed by a second channel of one "rearward
facing" sensor sensing ambient light in a large field of view directed in the opposite direction. Moreover, in EP1719989,
the CIECAM02 standard is not directly implemented, but only indirectly via a polynomial approximation.
[0028] An object of the invention is to avoid the aforementioned drawbacks.
[0029] For this purpose, the subject of the invention is an image display system comprising :

- a target image display screen defining a display field,
- an image delivering device able to deliver images defined by reference colors under reference viewing conditions,
- a target image display device able to display images on said target image display screen as provided by the image

delivering device,
- a viewing conditions sensing device able to output target viewing conditions under which said image display device

displays images, and
- a color appearance adaptation module adapted to transform reference colors of said images as delivered under

said reference viewing conditions into target colors under said target viewing conditions, according to a color ap-
pearance model differentiating a display field of the images displayed on said target image display screen from a
surround field surrounding the display field, wherein the viewing conditions sensing device comprises an image
sensing device adapted to capture sensing images in a sensing field including said display field,

and wherein said viewing conditions sensing device further comprises identifying means adapted for identifying, within
said sensing images, the contour of said display field.
[0030] Preferably, said identifying means is also adapted for identifying, within said sensing images, a brightest region
within or without the contour of said display field.
[0031] Preferably, said viewing conditions sensing device further comprises means for analyzing, within sensing
images :

- the average luminance Yb of colors within said identified contour,
- the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of said brightest region, and
- the average luminance of colors outside said identified contour.

[0032] Preferably, said viewing conditions sensing device further comprises means for calculating viewing conditions
parameters as defined in the Color Appearance Model CIECAM02 from :

- the average luminance Yb of colors within said identified contour,
- the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of said brightest region, and
- the average luminance of colors outside said identified contour as provided by said means for analyzing.

[0033] An advantage of the invention is that the background and the surround are more connected each other and
that the CIECAM model can be implemented more efficiently.
[0034] The invention will be more clearly understood on reading the description which follows, given by way of non-
limiting example and with reference to the appended figures in which:

- Figure 1, already quoted, illustrates different zones of perception on the retina of the eye of a human observer, as
used in the CIECAM02 visual perception model;

- Figure 2 shows a diagram of a main embodiment of the whole image display system with the viewing conditions
sensing device according to the invention;

- Figure 3 shows a schematic lateral view of the main components of the image display system of figure 2;
- Figure 4 shows a diagram of the equipment that may be used for the preliminary step of calibration of the image

sensing device of the viewing conditions sensing device of figures 2 and 3;
- Figure 5 illustrates the snapshot captured by the image sensing device of the viewing conditions sensing device of

figures 2 and 3 in order to identify the contour of the display field;
- Figure 6 illustrates the contour of the display field as identified by the identifying means of the viewing conditions

sensing device of figure 2.
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[0035] It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the block diagrams presented herein represent conceptual
views of illustrative circuitry embodying the invention. The functions of the various elements shown in the figures may
be provided through the use of dedicated hardware as well as hardware capable of executing software in association
with appropriate software. When provided by a processor, the functions may be provided by a single dedicated processor,
by a single shared processor, or by a plurality of individual processors, some of which may be shared. Other hardware,
conventional and/or custom, may also be included.
[0036] In reference to figures 2 and 3, the Image display system according to a main embodiment of the invention
comprises :

- a target image display screen 1, which is a first lambertian projection screen, defining a display field ; placed behind
this display screen 1, is positioned a larger lambertian surround screen 7 on which an "architectural" projector
projects that represents the target viewing conditions ; without departing from the invention, this surround screen 7
may be replaced by any actual environment including walls, ceiling, furniture, with any objects that may be found
around the target image display device ;

- an image delivering device 2, as a satellite video decoder or a DVD player, able to deliver images represented by
reference color data (RGB)VW_ref provided under reference viewing conditions VW_ref ;

- a target image display device 3 able to display images on the image display screen 1, said images being provided
directly or indirectly through RGB color data by the image delivering device 2,

- a viewing conditions sensing device 4 able to output target viewing conditions VW_target under which the target
image display device 3 displays images; this viewing conditions sensing device 4 comprises an image sensing
device 41 which is adapted to capture sensing images in a sensing field including the display field and is positioned
such that its sensing field encompass the whole display screen 1 and the surround screen 7;

- a color appearance adaptation module 5 adapted to transform reference color data representing said images under
said reference viewing conditions VW_ref into target color data representing same images under said target viewing
conditions VW_target, said transformation being performed according to the CIECAM02, as described above; such
a color appearance model differentiates indeed a display field from a surround field surrounding the display field.

[0037] In reference to figure 2, the viewing conditions sensing device 41 comprises :

- the image sensing device 41, already quoted,
- initialization storage means 40, storing a sensing device color characterization model and a geometrical sensing

device characterization model;
- means for identifying 42, within the sensing images, the contour 11 of the display field and a brightest region 12

within or outside this contour. A generic name for such means would be "geometrical analyzer";
- means for analyzing 43, within the sensing images :

- > the average luminance Yb of colors within said identified contour, that mainly characterizes the background,
- > the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of said identified brightest region, and
- > the average luminance of colors outside said identified contour, that mainly characterizes the surround,
- means for calculating the viewing conditions parameters 44, notably from the data provided by the means for

analyzing 43.

[0038] The different steps of use of this image display system will now be described.
[0039] It is assumed first that, in a preliminary step, the image sensing device 41 is calibrated in a manner known per
that is adapted to provide a (R, G, B) -> (X, Y, Z) forward color transform characterizing this viewing condition sensing
device 4, associating a matching (X, Y, Z) triplet to any possible (R, G, B) color outputted by this device 41.
[0040] In a preferred implementation, the position and field of the view of the image sensing device 41 is chosen as
follows. First, some assumptions should be made:

• We assume that the depth of the display device is less or equal than its height h. This is generally true for flat display
screens or projection screens.

• We assume that the objects in the room in the sensing field 7, beside, below and above the display screen have a
depth comparable to this display screen.

• We assume that the observer is positioned at a standard distance of four times the height of the display screen.

[0041] In this preferred implementation we proceed as follows:

• The image sensing device 41 is positioned in the same plane as the observer, this plane being parallel to the screen 1.
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• The field of view of the sensing device is set at 45 degrees, which corresponds approximately to cinema conditions.
• The image sensing 41 is positioned near the head of the observer at a distance less or equal to h. By this choice

we ensure that the surface of part of the environment that is visible for the observer but not visible to the sensing
device due to the parallax is not larger than 25%.

[0042] In reference to figure 4, for the purpose of preparation of the characterization of the image sensing device 41,
a dark picture with a bright spot at the center is displayed on the display screen 1. The position and orientation of a
colorimeter is adjusted getting the highest luminance measurement as possible. An image of the dark picture with the
bright spot is taken with the sensing device, in order to be able later on to match the sensing device and colorimeter
measurements. The image sensing device stays preferably at the same place during the entire preliminary step.
[0043] With the help of a Sensor Calibration Software, a test signal consisting of a set of images with different (Rref,
Gref, Bref) color patches is displayed on a display screen. For each (Rref, Gref, Bref) color patch, a (X, Y, Z) color meas-
urement is performed with a colorimeter, and a (R, G, B) measurement is performed with the image sensing device 41
to calibrate.
[0044] As the image sensing 41 delivers an image, the (R, G, B) data have to be extracted from the sensing image,
and averaged within its corresponding part in the image.
[0045] At the end of the measurement process, a set of (R, G, B) triplets coming from these measurements, with a
set of corresponding matching (X, Y, Z) triplets measured with the colorimeter is acquired. Using an interpolation scheme,
the Sensor Calibration Software delivers a (R, G, B) -> (X, Y, Z) forward color transform, associating a matching (X, Y,
Z) triplet to any possible (R, G, B) Sensor triplet. This transform is valid for those pixels of the image sensingd by the
image sensing device 41 that are close to the position of the color patches. This color transform is the sensing device
color characterization model.
[0046] In order to get the transformation for all the pixels of the image taken by the image sensing device 41, the non-
uniformity of this image sensing device has to be characterized. For that purpose, an integrating sphere is used in order
to create a uniform field to be observed by the image sensing device 41. Non uniformity of the image which is acquired
using the integrating sphere comes only from the sensing device acquisition geometry and optics. This image sensingd
by the image sensing device 41 is the geometric sensing device characterization model. The calibration of the sensing
device can then be extended from a local calibration to a full field calibration, using the color characterization model as
the reference, and using the geometric characterization model to perform a suitable correction for the rest of the image.
[0047] The obtained sensing device color characterization model and the obtained geometrical sensing device char-
acterization model are stored in the initialization storage means 40.
[0048] After the preliminary step, four steps are carried out:

1st step : geometrical analysis of the sensing field :

[0049] First, the means for identifying 42 the contour 11 of the display field and a brightest region 12 inside or outside
of this display field sends a test signal to the target display device 3 consisting of a white picture. A snapshot is taken
by the image sensing device 41, showing the white picture displayed on the display screen 1 in a darker surround
represented on the surround screen 7. During installation it has been ensured that the whole surface of the display
screen 1 and at least an area all around this display screen on the surround screen is visible to the image sensing device
41. The snapshot is illustrated on figure 5.
[0050] Then, the means 42 identifies within this snapshot the contour 11 of the display field 1, in a manner known per
se using image processing software, using for instance a calculation of the maximum density of black pixels. As illustrated
on figure 6, four lines are then obtained, which correspond to the limits of the display screen. This picture gives a polygon.
The position and size of the target display screen 1 is then known precisely such that, in any image sensingd by the
image sensing device 41, it is possible to separate the pixels belonging to the display screen from the pixels out of the
display screen 1.
[0051] These specific geometrical data that are obtained by the means 42 and that establish the position of the display
screen inside the sensing field are sent to the analyzing means 43.
[0052] At this stage, when the image sensing device 41 captures a sensing image, the analyzing means 43 is able
to calculate the average luminance Ys of all the pixels of the surround, i.e. outside the display screen 1 and the average
luminance Yb of all pixels inside the display screen 1, i.e. concerning the background.
[0053] Still using the means 42, the image sensingd by the image sensing device 41 is searched for a brightest region
12 using known image processing methods, for example thresholding and morphological elimination of isolated pixels.
Using the analyzing means 43, the color coordinates RwGwBw corresponding to the brightest regions 12 are then
extracted from the image sensingd by the image sensing device 41 and transformed into the color coordinates XwYwZw
of the adopted white point using the (R, G, B) -> (X, Y, Z) forward color transform characterizing the image sensing
device 41.
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2nd step : calculation of viewing conditions parameters :

[0054] From the average luminance Ys of the surround, the average luminance Yb of the display screen 1, i.e. of the
background, and from the color coordinates XwYwZw of the color of the identified brightest region as identified by the
analyzing means 43 from any image sensingd by the image sensing device 41, the means of calculation 44 calculates,
in a manner known per se, the viewing conditions parameters as defined in the Color Appearance Model CIECAM02,
and representing the actual viewing conditions of an observer observing the image as it has been captured :

- the coordinates of the adopted white of the scene, i.e. the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of the identified
brightest region;

- the absolute luminance of the adapting field LA (cd/m2) by averaging the values of luminance that are measured
outside the display screen;

- the relative luminance of background Yb as the average luminance Yb of the display screen,
- the three surround parameters F, c, Nc from the average luminance Ys of the surround and from table 1 above, as

follows. First, one of four possible surround types is determined :

s Average for day light vision (Ys>10Cd/m2)
s Dim for dim viewing conditions (3 < Ys < 10 Cd/m2)
s Dark for night viewing conditions (Ys<3 Cd/m2)
s Intermediate this is a linear combination between each of the three other states.

[0055] Secondly, having determined the surround type, table 1 is used to get the correspondent values of the three
surround parameters F, c, Nc.

3rd step : color appearance adaptation :

[0056] The color appearance adaptation module 5 is adapted to transform any (RGB)VW_ref color data provided by
the image delivering device 2 under reference viewing conditions into (RGB)VW_target color data for the target viewing
conditions as represented by the viewing conditions parameters calculated by the means of calculation 44.
[0057] The color appearance adaptation module stores :

- a forward target display transform and a reverse target display transform characterizing the target display device;
- a forward appearance transform under the VW_ref viewing conditions.

[0058] Using the the viewing conditions parameters provided by the means of calculation 44 in the previous step, the
color appearance adaptation module calculates a reverse appearance transform under the target viewing conditions,
in a manner known per se using the equations provided by the CIECAM02 standard.
[0059] The color appearance adaptation module transforms the (RGB)VW_ref color data provided by the image deliv-
ering device 2 into (RGB)VW_target color data as follows:

• (XYZ)VW_ref from (RGB)VW_ref by forward target display transform, where (RGB)VW_ref is given for the target display
under reference viewing conditions VW-ref;

• (JCH) from (XYZ)VW_ref by forward appearance transform under reference viewing conditions VW-ref;
• (XYZ)VW_target from (JCH) by reverse appearance transform under target viewing conditions VW-target.

4th step : displaying images provided by the image delivering device 2 under target viewing conditions:

[0060] Images as provided by the image delivering device 2 and transformed by the color appearance adaptation
module 5 are sent to the target image display device 3 that displays the transformed colors on the target display screen.
[0061] The observer watching the images on the target display screen under the target viewing conditions as evaluated
by the viewing conditions sensing device 4 perceives the colors in the displayed image with the same appearance as
an observer would have perceived the same images if they have been displayed under the reference viewing conditions.
Thank to the image display system of the invention, the adaptation of the colors provided by the image delivering device
is performed in real time according to the real and actual target viewing conditions and according to the CIECAM02
standard.
[0062] It is to be understood that the teachings of the present inention may be implemented in various forms of
hardware, software, firmware, special purpose processors, or combinations thereof. The various processes and functions
described herein may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application program, or any combination
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thereof, which may be executed by a CPU.
[0063] Although the illustrative main embodiment have been described herein with reference to the accompanying
drawings, it is to be understood that the present invention is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various
changes and modifications may be effected therein by one of ordinary skill in the pertinent art without departing from
the scope of the invention. All such changes and modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the the
appended claims.

Claims

1. Image display system comprising :

- a target image display screen (1) defining a display field,
- an image delivering device (2) able to deliver images defined by reference colors under reference viewing
conditions VW_ref,
- a target image display device (3) able to display images on said target image display screen (1) as provided
by the image delivering device (2),
- a viewing conditions sensing device (4) able to output target viewing conditions VW_target under which said
image display device (3) displays images, and
- a color appearance adaptation module (5) adapted to transform reference colors of said images as delivered
under said reference viewing conditions VW_ref into target colors under said target viewing conditions VW_
target, according to a color appearance model differentiating a display field of the images displayed on said
target image display screen from a surround field surrounding the display field,

wherein the viewing conditions sensing device (4) comprises an image sensing device (41) adapted to capture
sensing images in a sensing field including said display field,
characterized in that said viewing conditions sensing device (4) further comprises identifying means (42) adapted
for identifying (42), within said sensing images, the contour (11) of said display field.

2. Image display system according to claim 1 characterized in that said identifying means (42) is also adapted for
identifying, within said sensing images, a brightest region (12) within or without the contour of said display field.

3. Image display system according to claim 2 characterized in that said viewing conditions sensing device (4) further
comprises means for analyzing (43), within sensing images :

- the average luminance Yb of colors within said identified contour,
- the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of said brightest region, and
- the average luminance of colors outside said identified contour.

4. Image display system according to claim 3 characterized in that said viewing conditions sensing device (4) further
comprises means for calculating (45) viewing conditions parameters as defined in the Color Appearance Model
CIECAM02 from :

- the average luminance Yb of colors within said identified contour,
- the color coordinates XwYwZw of the colors of said brightest region, and
- the average luminance of colors outside said identified contour as provided by said means for analyzing (43).
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